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or the past dozen years, the Central Virginia Battlefields Trust has steadily gained ground.
We have been instrumental in preserving 675 acres in fee simple and another 127 acres in
easement. That comes to more than 800 acres of battlefield terrain that has been preserved
over and above what the National Park Service has managed to acquire. It has been my
privilege to be involved in this effort from the beginning, but there is still much to be done.

Several years ago, we developed and formally
adopted a comprehensive plan for acquiring
specific land at each of the area’s four battlefields.
The upcoming Civil War Sesquicentennial will
be an exciting time for all of us, but we want to
be sure that the land we have targeted for preservation will not have been lost by then.
In 1996, at Fredericksburg, the CVBT came
into being with the effort to acquire 9.5 acres on Willis Hill.
Following this success, the Trust went to work on other
battlefields, but also actively maintained contact with property owners of other significant land. Over time, opportunities presented themselves at Pelham’s Corner, at Latimer’s
Knoll, and finally at the Slaughter Pen Farm. Today, 12
years after our success at Willis Hill, the CVBT has helped
to acquire just over 318 acres on the Fredericksburg field.
At Chancellorsville, the CVBT began with the purchase
of 99 acres of open ground that is known as McLaw’s

Wedge. The Trust picked up two more nearby
parcels, totaling nearly 12 acres. In the Jackson
flank attack area, the CVBT acquired four
parcels, for a total of 50 acres, and is actively
working on several more projects in that sector
as well. The Chancellorsville battlefield is
extensive, though, and another concerted effort
occurred on ground that saw action on the first
day of that battle. In partnership with Tricord Homes and
the CWPT, 215 acres of important terrain is now preserved
where the opening shots of the campaign were fired in the
early morning of May 1, 1863 and where the battle action
swayed back and forth across the landscape for the rest of
the day.
Altogether, the CVBT has helped to save more than
375 acres at Chancellorsville. At the Wilderness, the Silver
Company donated a 6 acre parcel to the CVBT, ground
{
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Endangered Virginia
Battlefields Score a Victory

The years 2011–2015 will mark the 150th anniversary
of the American Civil War. The Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania and Orange County area is a major part of this history
with the battles of Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville,
Wilderness and Spotsylvania Court House forever changing the landscape. Great strides have been made protecting
the hallowed ground here with hard work by the National
Parks Service and non-profits such as the Central Virginia
Battlefields Trust and the Civil War Preservation Trust.
With a $12 million price tag, $1 million being raised by
the Central Virginia Battlefields Trust, the Slaughter Pen
Farm purchase on the Fredericksburg battlefield is the
most ever paid for an endangered Civil War battlefield to
date. $500,000 was used from the Civil War Historic Site
Preservation Fund by the CWPT toward that purchase.
With the Central Virginia Battlefields Trust currently
working on several land projects it will be imperative that
our members and supporters realize every $2 of their money
gets us farther, with this grant, towards saving historic
land for all America. “We care about this because there are
so many economic, environmental and educational reasons
for saving this land” said Linda Wandres Executive Director
of the Central Virginia Battlefields Trust. SL

irginia Governor Tim Kaine’s 2008-2010
budget bill includes some 41 amendments.
Among these is a $5 million infusion to the
Civil War Historic Site Preservation Fund. The
fund was created by the General Assembly in
2006. With private non profit groups, such as the Central
Virginia Battlefields Trust, working diligently to purchase
and protect endangered battlefield land in the short period
of time left before development devours it, this action
couldn’t be timelier. National Parks simply do not have the
capital for these needed purchases and the Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania National Military Park is no exception.
This amendment, also championed by House Speaker
Bill Howell of Stafford County and Senator Ed Houck of
Spotsylvania County, will require a non-profit to raise $2
dollars for each matching dollar from the fund. “This is
certainly an important boost for our fund raising efforts
with money as tight as it is today” said Tom Van Winkle,
Director of Communications for the Central Virginia
Battlefields Trust.
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The mainstay of this effort is our members. The preserved ground at these sites would
not have been saved without your interest and
support. As we head toward the Civil War
Sesquicentennial, we want to close in on lands
that we identified for purchase in our long range
Plan. The areas targeted for acquisition are critical for maintaining the integrity of the National
Park. We are not going to divert our attention to
secondary areas. Instead, we will focus on those lands
that absolutely must be saved. We have never had the time
to be diverted to areas of secondary importance, which
means we have not frittered away your hard earned donations on anything other that hallowed ground. That tradition will continue. To do otherwise would be an affront to
those who fought here, to those of you who entrust your
donations with us to expend wisely, and to those generations who will come to visit and see where their history
unfolded.
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that is known as Grant’s Knoll. Just this past year,
the Silver Company donated another 13 acres
adjoining the first donation. The CVBT now controls 19 acres in this area that is the gateway to the
Wilderness battlefield. There have not been any
other acquisitions in this area, but the Trust remains
vigilant and in close contact with the National Park
Service, to ensure critical battlefield land will not be lost.
At Spotsylvania Court House, the National Park holdings are concentrated and cohesive, but the CVBT found an
opportunity to acquire ground along the Po River, ground
on the flank of the Laurel Hill fight. The Trust acquired a
20 acre parcel on its own, but then acquired another 20
acres with wetlands mitigation funds, made possible
through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Like the Wilderness, though, there have been fewer opportunities at Spotsylvania Court House, but the Trust maintains a liaison with
the National Park Service, so we can respond as needed to
protect this field.

Erik Nelson

{ GRANT’S KNOLL LOOKING EAST }

{ WILLIS HILL, FREDERICKSBURG }

{ PO RIVER EARTHWORKS }

{ SLAUGHTER PEN FARM }
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A Reluctant House Guest
he late evening of December 15th
1862 found the Federal Army of the
Potomac, commanded by Major
General Ambrose E. Burnside,
again crossing the Rappahannock
River, but this time in retreat. The
Fredericksburg campaign had not
played out to the expectations of Burnside
and would only decline from this point forward. Confederate General Stonewall Jackson’s
2nd Corps was ordered to proceed to Port Royal on the
16th where a Federal movement was reported. Beginning
about 1:00pm, from the area of Hamilton’s Crossing, the
2nd Corps began its march. The troops had just advanced
to an area near Moss Neck, a palatial estate owned by one
of Fredericksburg’s well known families, the Corbin’s,
when one of General Stuarts messenger’s had arrived with
information that there was no enemy sited at Port Royal.
Jackson then ordered a halt to the march and the troops
went into bivouac.
General Jackson, being in the front of the line,
attempted to move to the rear. Jackson mounted one of
his courier’s horses and tried to move through the woods.
Unsuccessful at this attempt due to the dense high pines,
the General then remounted his own horse and proceeded
down the line with his staff where the troops cheered as
they parted for them.
Jackson and his staff eventually bivouacked in a sheltered hollow with a bedding of fallen leaves. Being quite
cold and hungry a fire was started at the bottom of an old

hollowed out poplar tree. The wind was brisk
and bone chilling and the staff attempted to
induce the General to seek refuge at the
Corbin house, he quickly refused.
Later in the evening the poplar tree had
burnt to the point that it fell to the ground
with a crash spewing burning embers. The
awakened staff again requested the General
take advantage of the Corbin’s Moss Neck
estate. Having had little sleep and being quite cold
and hungry Jackson agreed. Having secured an invitation
for the Staff to bed and partake in what food was to be had,
Jackson and his staff would make headquarters in the home
that night.
The next morning the General’s wagons would arrive
and Jackson and staff would set headquarters out at the
base of the Moss Neck terrace. Jackson would spend three
months at the 1,600 acre Moss Neck estate eleven miles
downriver from Fredericksburg in Caroline County.
At the time Mrs. Richard Corbin resided in the estate
with her five year old daughter Jane and twenty three year
old sister-in- law Catherine Carter Corbin. The owner
of Moss Neck, Richard Corbin, was serving in the 9th
Virginia Cavalry. The following Spring Jackson would
fight his last battle at Chancellorsville.
Moss Neck was restored in 1998 and has been returned
to its glory much as it looked in 1862 although the property
has dwindled to about 288 acres. The estate has approximately 9,000 square feet of living space, out buildings, five
bedrooms and thirteen fireplaces. SL
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“THE CIVIL WAR
SESQUICENTENNIAL
…WILL LIKELY
BE OUR LAST
OPPORTUNITY
TO PRESERVE
SIGNIFICANT
AMOUNTS OF
OPEN GROUND.”

The CVBT is Closing in on its Slaughter Pen Pledge
o date, the
Central Virginia
Battlefields Trust
has forwarded
$725,000 to the
Civil War Preservation Trust to
help pay for the Slaughter
Pen Farm. This is a tremendous achievement for an
organization of our size
and we appreciate the generosity of our members.
This achievement alone is a
testament to their determination to preserve historic
ground. In fact, we are in
awe. Every time we have
acquired blood soaked
ground (such as McLaw’s’
Wedge, the Talley Farm
ridge, and the Po River
sites), our members have
responded with donations
to help retire the bank
notes. The response to the
Slaughter Pen Farm purchase has been no different,
which is a good thing
because it is the most
expensive acquisition we
have been involved.

T

These significant acquisitions, over the years, have
literally transformed the
landscape. At Fredericksburg, the 205 acre Slaughter Pen, visually integrated
with the 104 acre easement
at Latimer’s Knoll, which is
all adjacent to the National
Park holdings, has forever
overcome the Civil War
Sites Commission’s now
obsolete characterization
of that battlefield as “fragmented.” The Fredericksburg field is becoming a
phenomenal place to visit
since the National Park Service’s restoration of Sunken
Road and interpretation of
Willis Hill. At the Slaughter
Pen, the visitor experience
can best be described as
sensational. Many of our
members have been able to
tour this site with organized
groups, but in time, the
visiting public will get the
opportunity to walk that
area as well.



This effort has come just in
time, though. What is not
being preserved is being
developed. The hard won
victory in preserving the
May 1, 1863 battlefield
at Chancellorsville, for
instance, will be as far east
as any preserved ground on
that battlefield will ever
extend. Development moving west is already pushing
up against this boundary.
The efforts of CVBT and
the Civil War Preservation
Trust came just in time.
Similarly, the Slaughter
Pen itself could have very
quickly become an auto
auction site, or been developed for some other industrial use.
The development
pressure is so great in the
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania area that we must
keep moving on as quickly
as possible. We need to pay
off our pledge for the
Slaughter Pen Farm so we
will be in a position to
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move ahead with the next
purchase. More sites are
threatened and every day
that goes by we have less
time to respond.
Won’t you help us yet
again? We know that you
have already responded
generously, but we ask
that you consider doing so
again so we can close out
this project. The Slaughter
Pen is the last large tract
that will ever be acquired at
Fredericksburg, and there
are developing threats at
Chancellorsville and in the
Wilderness. We need to
position ourselves to be
able to respond. The Civil
War Sesquicentennial is
coming up. While this
anniversary will be a celebration of history, it will
also likely be our last
opportunity to preserve
significant amounts of open
ground. Development will
have claimed what we as an
organization have not. SL
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Contributions to the CVBT are tax-deductible.

540.834.0151

For information on membership, please write to the Trust at
P.O. Box 3417, Fredericksburg, VA 22402; call our office at
(540) 374-0900; or visit our website at www.cvbt.org.
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